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THE CENTRE CULTUREL KÔRE CELEBRATES ITS 10 YEARS!
To launch the commemorative activities of the 10 years anniversary of the Centre Culturel Kôrè which is celebrated
throughout 2020, three important activities were planned in the sidelines of Ségou’Art-Festival on Niger 2020. These
are especially:
• Opening of the 10 years photo exhibition on February 5, 2020 :
An exhibition representative of the 10 years of acquisition and evolution of the center in images since the opening
in February 2011 until the end of December 2019. The exhibition remains in the hall of the Kôrè Museum until the
end of December 2020, since the images are more eloquent.
• Reception cocktail for partners :
A sober moment with a very strong symbolism allowed the official cutting of the birthday cake followed by a cocktail
with all the guests and partners who have supported the CCK for the past ten years.
• 10 years concert on February 6, 2020 :
The 10 years concert, headlined by Abdoulaye Diabaté, accompanied by young artists trained by the CCK as part of
its Kôrè-Quality program, took place on February 06, 2020 at the Centre Culture Kôrè. They are Gaoussou Diao from
Ségou, Adam Ouane from Mopti and Salomé Dembélé from Bamako with their orchestra.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
As a prelude to Ségou’Art-Festival sur le Niger, the practical sound and light workshops were a good opportunity
for young technicians from Mali and the sub-region to strengthen their knowledge, under the supervision of the
Technical Director of Ségou ‘Art (Abdou Diouf, Expert from Senegal).
As for the Kôrè-Quality #3 Program (entrepreneurship component), the beneficiaries came from Burkina, Togo,
Senegal, Côte d’Ivoire and Mali to put into practice (as part of the organization of Ségou’Art-Festival sur le Niger)
theoretical training acquired throughout the year. Uganda was the host country to discover in practice the
entrepreneurial model of the Festival sur le Niger, Maaya entrepreneurship.

MASTER CLASSES AND ARTISTIC MEETINGS
The ’skills development’ component of the Centre Culturel Kôrè organized Master Classes and artistic meetings
during the 2020 edition of Ségou’Art-Festival sur le Niger with young emerging artists from Mali and beyond.
These activities were led by the great artists and art critics of the continent: Viyé Diba (Senegal), Barthelémy Toguo
(Cameroon), Soly Cissé (Senegal), Simon Njami (France / Cameroon).

RECHERCHE ET CENTRE DE RESSOURCES

THE KORE-QUALITY #3 PROGRAM

The Kôrè-Quality #3 program (Entrepreneurship and music components) came to an end with the
satisfaction of the beneficiaries following the evaluation exchanges with the participants. This program took
place over three years as part of the collaboration between CCK and IKAM. Good luck to the beneficiaries
and a good start to the new program, the selection of which is currently underway.

ECOFEST AFRICA WORKSHOP
On the sidelines of Ségou’Art-Festival sur le Niger, on February 3, 2020, our skills development program
facilitated the conceptualization workshop for the “ECOFEST AFRICA - EfA” circuit organized by the Cultural
Caravan for Peace with the presence of fifteen Directors and Promoters of African festivals from Burkina
Faso, Congo, Morocco, Senegal, Uganda, Mauritania and Mali.

SOCIAL PROGRAM
In order to facilitate access to the market for the local companies Djonkala (Bla) and Seko Ni Donko (Kati) from the
JI NI BESEYA project in order to encourage them to adopt a sustainable approach on issues of awareness-raising at
local level, these two companies were scheduled for the theatrical evenings of Ségou’Art-Festival sur le Niger 2020.
MAAYA-CULTURE AND CITIZENSHIP
• Reading session with schoolchildren
Second of its kind, it was a literary meeting where creative minds are put in competition for constructive exchanges.
It’s also an initiative that promotes literature in schools.

• Storytelling book illustrated in comics
Third of its kind, two story booklets illustrated with images on the themes of civic, moral education and citizenship
for young people have been published as part of the Maaya-Culture and Citizenship program. These works will be
disseminated through various channels, in particular to young participants in the ‘’ Shifinso’’ vestibules, in partner
schools and at the Kôrè Media Library, to facilitate the children’s consciousness awakening.
• Storytelling illustrated in 3D
Short animated films with lessons in citizenship and civic and moral education have been produced for children and
teenagers in order to safeguard our human heritage. A way to teach them by the means that are most appropriate
for them today.

RESEARCH AND CULTURAL RESOURCE CENTER
Symposium of Ségou
As part of its partnership with the Foundation Festival sur le Niger, the Centre Culturel Kôrè hosted
the 14th edition of the Symposium of Ségou on the sidelines of Ségou’Art-Festival sur le Niger, whose
theme was «Migration & identity». Held from February 6 to 7, 2020 and structured into discussion
panels with the participation of eminent resource persons (academics, researchers, art professionals)
from the continent, the Ségou encounter was a crossroads of proactive exchanges which led to
concrete proposals for Africa.

Edition / Publishing
The «PRACTICAL GUIDE OFTHE FESTIVAL GOER» is one of the innovative editions of our resource
center to support the ethical commission of Ségou’Art - Festival sur le Niger in its role of citizen
watch. This guide recalls some practical advice in terms of behavior to adopt for the foreign visitor
and festival-goer during the event.
The book «LA METAMORPHOSE», by Tiémoko André Sanogo, was published by ‘’Kôrè Edition’’ of the
Resource Center and is ready to be launched for the enjoyment of reading enthusiasts. The said book
which deals with the theme «the study on the gradual and pronounced erosion of our socio-cultural
values» is available at the Kôrè Media Library in Ségou.

PRODUCTION & DISSEMINATION
Storytelling with Amaichata Salamanta
Faithful to its tradition of facilitating the production and creation of artistic activities for young people and enabling
them to disseminate them in order to better promote their art, the CCK organized a storytelling evening whose
guest was Amaichata Salamanta, an actress and storyteller. Her words, her songs and her balafon impressed the
children in an artistic style which well reconciles the playful, educational and etiological characters of the story.

Theater and storytelling performances of Ségou’Art-Festival sur le Niger at CCK
•

Theater performance from February to 4 to 8, 2020

With ‘‘‘Women and Stereotypes’’ (Fanta Mallé - Mali), ‘‘the beast and the Prey’’ (Espace Yaro - Congo), ‘‘Déboussolé’’
Anw Ka Blon - Mali), ‘‘Cri de l’ espoir ‘’ (Théâtre de la Fraternité - Burkina) and ‘‘We can get along’’ (Acte Sept - Mali), the
Centre Culturel Kôrè was a high place for major theatrical meetings on the continent from 04 to 08 February 2020.

• Storytelling performances from February 5 to 6, 2020
The Fèrè Kènè area hosted the companies Seko Ni Donko from Dio and Djonkala from Bla, the Storyteller
Amaichata Salamanta, the Anw Jigi Art Company and the Storyteller Salif Berthé, aka the bird storyteller,
kept the audience going from 05 to 06 February 2020, in the Mission area of Ségou.

• Music performance of Ségou’Art-Festival sur le Niger
Our young musicians from the Kôrè-Quality program, namely Salomé Dembélé, Gaoussou Diao and Adam
Ouane with their orchestra, rocked the Biton stage at the Fair of Ségou Fair for three days to amaze the
audience.

RESIDENCIES AND EXHIBITIONS		
• PHOTO EXHIBITION OF THE 10 YEARS OF THE CCK :
After ten years of experience and achievements in the African artistic and cultural sector, a new decade
looks promising through the regional development of its Social Art program and the deployment of its
Kôrè-Quality program dedicated to skills development of artists and cultural actors. On this occasion, an
exhibition representative of the 10 years of achievements and evolution of the center in images since the
opening in February 2011 until the end of December 2019 was carried out on the sidelines of Ségou’ArtFestival on Niger 2020.

• Bi-Mali Exhibition: Two young artists from the Kôrè-Quality program were
part of this exhibition
Marie Ange Dakouo and Mohamed Diabagaté, two young emerging visual artists, beneficiaries of the
Kôrè-Quality program at the Center Culturel Kôrè, participated brilliantly in the Bi-Mali exhibition: a space
for visibility and promotion for the rising generation of visual artists from Mali (Painting, photography,
sculpture, and video) as part of Ségou ‘Art 2020, the contemporary art fair in Mali.

THE TEAM OF CENTRE CULTUREL KÔRÈ
THANKS ALL ITS PARTNERS.

